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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin and the classical 
calculus of variations suffered from two difficulties in the so-called singular 
problems of optimal control. For such problems these theories do not provide 
effective optimality conditions and they do not have a general procedure by 
which the singular extremals could be derived. Recently a number of con- 
tributions, Kelley, Kopp and Moyer [I], Johnson [2], Goh [3-51, Tait [6], 
Robbins [7], have appeared, which have thrown considerable light on these 
difficulties. We now have new optimality conditions which are appropriately 
called the generalized Legendre-Clebsch conditions. In this paper we shall 
lay down, for a class of singular problems, the procedure for the derivation 
of the singular extremals. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the problem of minimizing the functional 
J[u] = g[x(tl), tl] + J‘;; (u*Ru + 2uTQx + xTPx) dt, 
subject to the following conditions 
k = .4(t) x + B(t) u, 
x(tJ = x0 ) 
1ClLw bl = 0, 
u(t) E U(t). 
____- 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
* This paper is mainly from the doctoral thesis, submitted to the University of 
Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, and completed under the supervision of 
Professor D. F. Lawden. 
1 Now at the Department of Mathematics, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, 
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Without loss of generality we shall take U to be an open region. The elements 
of the matrices R, Q, Pare functions oft. Here the orders of the vectors X, u, $ 
are n, m, p, respectively, where m < n, p < n + 1. The special case when 
the functional 
J[u] = j;: XTPX dt, (6) 
where P is a positive definite matrix, was examined recently by Rohrer and 
Sobral [8]. Here A is assumed to be positive semidefinite and is of rank 
m* < m. Further conditions will be assumed in order that the generalized 
Legendre-Clebsch condition (Goh [4]) will be satisfied. As R is symmetric 
and of rank m* it can be assumed to be of the form 
(7) 
where Rt is a m* x m* order nonsingular matrix or nonexisting. If other- 
wise, the control vector II is first subjected to a nonsingular linear transforma- 
tion 
u = vu*, 
such that VTR V is of this special form. Let 
(8) 
Q = (;:, 3 B = (W*), 
V 
UG 0 w ’ (9) 
where the partition line runs between the m*th and (m* + 1)th rows/columns. 
In order that the generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition is satisfied we 
assume that 
(i) the (m - m*) x (m - m*) matrix QzB2 is identically symmetric, 
(ii) the matrix 
is positive definite, where 
and 
R,(t) = B,=Q,= - Q&4 , (11) 
R3(t) = B,=PB, - ;(Q,B,) - Q& - B,=Q,=, (12) 
B, = AB, - a,. (13) 
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The matrix R, may be expressed in a more compact form by defining the 
matrix 
Q3 = B,=P - QJ - & . (14) 
This definition together with (12) and (13) lead to 
R, = B,=% - !kh - Q$, - Q&4 f Q8, - B,=Q,= 
= Q3B2 - B,=Q,=. (15) 
3. DERIVATION OF THE EXTREMALS 
In matrix notation, the scalar Hamiltonian function is defined by 
H(h, x, u, t) E h=Ax + h=Bu - u=Ru - 2u=Qx - x=Px 
= h=Ax + h=B,v + h=B,w - v=R,v - 2v=Q,x 
- 2w=Qg - x=Pzc. (16) 
It is useful to rewrite (2) as 
k = Ax + B,v + B,w. (17) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations are 
i = - A=h + 2Q,=v + 2Q,=w + 2Px, (18) 
B,=h - 2Rp - 2Q,x = 0, (19) 
B,=h - 0 - 2Qg = 0. (20) 
If the problem was regular, the control subvectors v and w could be 
uniquely obtained from (19) and (20) in terms of x, A, t. Here, the vector v 
may still be obtained from (19) as R, is nonsingular. The vector w is absent 
from (19) and (20) and hence cannot be obtained directly from these equa- 
tions. We shall show that w may, however, be obtained from the equation 
which results from differentiating (20) twice. 
Differentiating (20) once we get 
&=A + BBTA - 2&x - 2Q,k = 0, (21) 
and employing (17) and (18) we have 
&=A - B,=A=h + 2B,=Q,=v + 2B,=Q,=w + 2B,=Px 
- 2&x - 2Qdx - 2Q@,v - 2Q&w = 0. (22) 
By assumption, QaB2 is identically symmetric, hence 
2B,=QzTw - 2Q&w = 0. (23) 
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Therefore (22) may be written as 
2(B,=Q,r - Qc$,) v + (AZ= - B,=A=) h + 2(B,=P - Q2A - Q,) x = 0, 
and employing (1 I), (13), (14) we have 
2R,v - B,=X f 2Q,x = 0, (24) 
which is again devoid of the vector w. 
Differentiating again, we are led to 
2&v + 2R,ti - &=A - BJTA +2(&x +2Q,k = 0, (25) 
and by means of (17) and (18) this equation, after rearrangement, is 
2&G + 2(& - B,=Q,= + QJ4) v + 2(Q,B, - B,=Q,=) w 
-(I$= - B,=A=)h - 2(BsTP - QJ -&)x = 0. 
By employing (15) and defining 
B, =AB, -A,, (26) 
Qa = B,=P - Q314 - !& , (27) 
it follows that 
2R,w +2R,ti +2(& -BB,=Q,=+Q3B1)r +BaTh - 2Q4x =O. (28) 
In this equation d occurs and we shall eliminate it by means of (19). 
Differentiating (19) we get 
&=A + BITA -2&v - 2R,d - 2Qln -2&x = 0. (29) 
By employing (17) and (18) and after rearrangements, this equation 
becomes 
2R,ti =(I?,= - B,=A=)X + 2(B,=Q,= -QO,B, - 8,)~ 
+ W,=Q,= - Q,B,) w + 2(4=P - QJ - 81, x. 
By using (1 I), it follows that 
2d = R;l(L&T - B,=A=)X - 2R;lR,=w +2R;'(B,=Q,= -QIB, - &,)v 
+ 2R;l(BlTP - Q,A -&)x. (30) 
Substituting this into (28) we have 
2(Rs - R,R;lR,=)w + R,R;'(&= - BITAT)/\ 
+ 2R,R;1(B,TQ,T-Q,B1 -&)v 
+ 2RzR;'(B1=P -QIA -f&x 
+ 2(l4 - B,=Q,= +QaB,)v + B,=X - 2Qp = 0. 
(31) 
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The coefficient of w is 
2(R, - R,R;lR2=). 
From Gantmacher [9, p. 461, the determinant of R, of (IO) may be expressed 
as 
I R, I = I R, I I R, - R,R;%= I . 
Since R, and R, are positive definite, we have 
I R, - R,R;lR,= 1 > 0. 
Hence R, - R,qlRzT is nonsingular and therefore (31) can be solved for w 
in terms of A, X, 0, t. 
The procedure for the derivation of the singular extremals is now clear. 
Firstly (19) is solved for the vector v in terms of A, X, t. This is possible as R, 
is nonsingular. Then this vector is substituted into the solution zu of (31). 
Next these vectors functions ZI and w of A, X, t are substituted into (17) and 
(18) and we are led to a system of 2n first-order differential equations in A, X, t, 
which in principle can be solved. Subsequently the imposition of the con- 
straints (20) and (24) reduces the dimension of the solution space to a lower 
order. 
If we had assumed that R, of (10) is identically singular and that higher 
degree generalized Legendre-Clebsch conditions are satisfied in a definite 
sense, then other singular control may be derived in a similar manner as 
above. 
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